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My name is Ron Koskinen, Director, Product Management at Equinix. Equinix Smart Hands is an
around-the-clock, on-site, operational support service for remote management, installation, and
troubleshooting of your equipment. Depending on the timing requirements for a service request,
four different scheduling options are available including standard, scheduled, expedited, flexible,
recurring, and earliest available.
The best way to purchase Smart Hands is through a Support Plan which is a tiered, prepaid
program that allows customers to purchase a monthly or one-time bucket of Smart Hands service
hours. Plans offer discounted rates with hours that can be used at any IBX in the country in which
the plan was purchased, during both normal and after business hours.
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Now that you are familiar with the Smart Hands product, let's walk through the new interface and
feature enhancements for order and ticketing.
The new Smart Hands product catalog organizes key sections including shipment and logistics,
cabling, and recurring services into accessible cards. The More Services card now offers a
designated category to submit a ticket for a service impacting issue, ensuring these are routed and
addressed accordingly.

Smart Hands orders can now be bundled together as a single order with multiple activities, linking the
ticket together. Users can also create a Smart Hands project by adding another service to the original
ticket. A tracker shows current ticket progress and the new guided template option highlights sections that
still need to be filled out to ensure order completion.
Scheduling options are clearly defined with insight into approval requirements and estimated completion
dates to help users find the scheduling option that best fits their timeline needs.
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The contact information section allows you to find existing contacts, add unlisted contacts, and set
the ordering contact as the notification contact. In addition, users have the ability to specify the
best times for Equinix to reach out and can also add a mobile phone number for added convenience
and flexibility.
The review order screen provides the user with pricing information as well as the number of hours
remaining on a Smart Hands Support Plan. It also provides a summary of an order with the options
to save, cancel or review.
Subsequently, the review screen summarizes the users’ orders, listing all pertinent information in
categories including scope of work, contact information, and pricing. It also gives the user a final
opportunity to make any necessary changes to the order before officially submitting.

Available September through a beta version, order & ticket history will provide a 360-degree view
of all the orders placed by the user with visualization into overall status, last updates, and the
estimated completion date. Users can now apply multiple filters at one time for more tailored views
into your orders and required actions.
That completes this demo. Thank you.
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